1. This map illustrates the difference between the primary and secondary locations proposed in December 2018 and the primary and secondary locations established in sections 3(b) and 4 of the draft basis statement. The primary and secondary locations shown in gray reflect the possible modifications from the December 2018 proposal. The possible modifications illustrated on this map are shown in red in comments and Appendices, section 10 of the draft basis statement.

2. Primary and secondary locations are established in sections 3(b) and 4 of the draft basis statement. This customization reflects public input and research about service provision and existing development patterns.

3. This map does not show areas where primary or secondary locations overlap with forested lands.

4. Measurements made from public roads are "on the crown line" except that the measurement is not counted over a waterbody or the interstate highway, unless the area is contiguous to another primary or secondary location. This is intended to account for situations where development on one side of a waterbody or highway would be effectively separated from a river or the other side by long travel distances.

5. The color scheme used for Parks and Recreation Districts and Standards lists management classification for each lake in the Commission's service area. Management classifications indicate suitability for development of each lake, with the goal of maintaining a diversity of lake experiences (e.g., MC3 lakes are potentially suitable for development).

Primary and secondary locations and rural hubs included in the December 2018 draft, but which are possible removals as noted in March 25, 2019 draft basis statement:

- Primary locations after possible removals as noted in the March 25, 2019 draft basis statement: ≤ 1 mile from a public road, ≤ 5 miles from a rural road; ≤ 1 mile from a public road in towns and plantations, or 700 feet from MC3 lakes
- Secondary locations: ≤ 5 miles from a public road, & in a minor civil division that shares a boundary with a rural hub

Map Notes:
- LUPC Service Area
- Municipalities
- Primary locations after possible removals as noted in the March 25, 2019 draft basis statement: ≤ 1 mile from a public road, ≤ 5 miles from a rural road, ≤ 1 mile from a public road in towns and plantations, or 700 feet from MC3 lakes
- Secondary locations: ≤ 5 miles from a public road, & in a minor civil division that shares a boundary with a rural hub
- MC1, MC2, & MC6 Lakes
- MC3 Lakes
- MC4 & MC5 Lakes
- MC7 Lakes
- Workable conservation lands: includes all areas depicted in statewide conservation lands layer (publicly available through the Maine Office of GIS)
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